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We examine the three metrization theorems of Sakai, Tamano and Yajima in the context
of my results on factorization of metrizability, the latter having been reﬁned so that the
former all follow similarly and immediately. We ﬁnish with a generalization of Sakai–
Tamano–Yajima: On a topological space of countable pseudocharacter, availability of an
LF-regular h-network is equivalent to metrizability.
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Mindful of the Cartesian method of dividing each diﬃculty into as many parts as possible, and as would be required the better
to solve it [3], we are going to further reﬁne my earlier results that factor metrizability into ﬁve weak properties [4–6] (Sec-
tion 1) the better to understand the workings of the remarkable theorems of Sakai–Tamano–Yajima [11], all generalizations
of Arhangel’skii’s [1] (Section 2).
The Sakai–Tamano–Yajima generalizations are in two different directions: on the one hand, the regularity of Arhan-
gel’skii’s bases is renamed LF-regularity, the better to introduce the weaker concepts of PF-, CP- and HCP-regularities and,
on the other hand, they choose to impose the concept of regularity (i.e., LF-regularity) not on bases but on k-networks.
It should be mentioned that the idea of PF-regularity of a base originated with Alexandroff. It was strengthened into
Arhangel’skii’s LF-regularity, in ways extraordinarily ingenious (in Alexandroff’s own words in his 1964 article in Russian Math.
Surveys). Professor Nagata used to be fascinated by the distinction between bases and k-networks in their capacities to carry
properties capable of bringing about metrizability and its generalizations [9,10] and I shared with him the fascination [7,8].
We show here in the following that bases and k-networks alike, of Sakai, Tamano and Yajima, play largely the same role in
the deﬁnition of some shrinkings of open neighborhoods, with a large number of small properties, that together bring about
metrizability. There is thus a unity among the metrization results of Sakai–Tamano–Yajima, the better for our understanding
of them. Indeed, our understanding of the workings of the results of Sakai, Tamano and Yajima is so good that we can offer
yet another generalization of Arhangel’skii, in Section 3. In Section 2, we give the deﬁnitions of LF-, PF-, CP-regularities on
closed wcs-networks and on open bases in such a manner that shrinkings of open neighborhoods, lurking in the corners
in the structures being deﬁned, are brought to the fore, so that various properties on them, in general and in special
circumstances, need hardly any pointing out. In view of the results laid out in Section 1, metrizability becomes immediate,
to the extent that a formal proof is obviated.
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We deﬁne six weak properties of metrizability in terms of the notion of shrinkings A of open neighborhoods (of points)
in the following, along with some even weaker properties brought about by the notion of decreasing sequences 〈An〉 of
shrinkings.
Deﬁnition 1.1. Given a topological space (X, τ ). Let there be A : {(x,U ): x ∈ U ∈ τ } → τ . A is said to be a shrinking of open
neighborhoods on X , if x ∈ A(x,U ) ⊂ U , whenever x ∈ U ∈ τ . Given two shrinkings, A and B , of open neighborhoods on X ,
if B(x,U ) ⊂ A(x,U ), whenever x ∈ U ∈ τ , we write B < A. A property P on the shrinking A of open neighborhoods on X is
said to be monotone if, A has property P ⇒ B has property P whenever B < A.
In the following, we deﬁne six monotone properties on the shrinking A of open neighborhoods on X :
() given open neighborhoods Un of x,n ∈ ω; x ∈ Un+1 ⊂ A(x,Un) for all n ∈ ω implies ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} is not a neighborhood
of x, unless x has a smallest neighborhood,
(ι) given open neighborhoods Un of xn , n ∈ ω; xn+1 ∈ Un+1 ⊂ A(xn,Un)\{xn} for all n ∈ ω and ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} = ∅ implies
〈xn〉 has a cluster point,
(o) given open neighborhoods U and V of, respectively, x and y; x ∈ A(y, V ) and y ∈ A(x,U ) implies either A(y, V ) ⊂ U
or A(x,U ) ⊂ V ,
(oι) given open neighborhoods Un of xn,n ∈ ω; xn+1 ∈ Un+1 ⊂ A(xn,Un)\{xn} for all n ∈ ω; 〈xn〉 clusters to ξ ∈⋂{Un: n ∈
ω} ⇒ {A(xn,Un): n ∈ ω} is a local base at ξ ,
(ν) given open neighborhoods U and V of, respectively, x and y; A(x,U ) ∩ A(y, V ) = ∅ ⇒ either y ∈ U or x ∈ V , and
(μ) given open neighborhoods Un of xn , n ∈ ω; xi ∈ U j, x j /∈ Ui wherever i < j ⇒⋂{A(xn,Un): n ∈ ω} = ∅.
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 2.1 of Hung [4]) On a T1-space, () + (ι) + (o) + (ν) + (μ) = metrizability.
Deﬁnition 1.2. We can also have a decreasing sequence 〈An〉 of shrinkings of open neighborhoods on X and deﬁne on it
three properties:
()+ given open neighborhoods Un of x, n ∈ ω; x ∈ Un+1 ⊂ An(x,Un) for all n ∈ ω implies ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} = {x} and
〈An(x,Un)〉 constitutes a local base at x,
(ιι) given open neighborhoods Un of xn,n ∈ ω; Un+1 ⊂ An(xn,Un)\{xn} for all n ∈ ω and ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} = ∅ implies 〈xn〉
has a cluster point,
(μμ) given ξ ∈ X , there is an m ∈ ω such that if, for every n ∈ ω, Un is an open neighborhood of xn and if xi ∈ U j, x j /∈ Ui
when i < j, then ξ /∈⋂{Am(xn,Un): n ∈ ω}.
These properties are clearly monotone in the sense that if Bn < An for all n ∈ ω, then 〈Bn〉 has the same properties.
Remarks. Clearly, on T1-spaces, (ν) + (μμ) ⇒ (hereditary) paracompactness, if one notes Proposition 1.5 of [4] and that
submetacompactness can take the place of metacompactness in the argument there. And, we have the following as we have
Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. ()+ + (ι) + (oι) + (ν) + (μ) = metrizability.
Theorem 1.3. On T1-spaces, () + (ιι) + (o) + (ν) + (μμ) = metrizability.
2. Theorems of Sakai, Tamano and Yajima
In this section, we give the deﬁnition of LF-, PF-(point-) and CP-regularities in closed wcs-networks and in open bases,
taking great care at every stage to point out the existence of the thinly-veiled shrinkings of open neighborhoods with
the various weak properties as described in Section 1 above, so that, in the end, the conclusion of metrizability can be
immediately drawn. This unusual presentation is designed speciﬁcally to emphasize that immediacy.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A closed wcs-network Γ on a topological space X is said to be LF-regular, if, for every x ∈ X and open
neighborhood U , we have
(i) |Γ (x,U ) ≡ {G ∈ Γ : G\U = ∅, x ∈ G}| < ω, and
(ii) such an open neighborhood A(x,U ) ⊂ U , the containment being proper if U is not a smallest open set to contain x,
that G ∩ A(x,U ) = ∅ and G\U = ∅ ⇒ x ∈ G , for every G ∈ Γ .
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2. Note that, if X is T1 and we let r(x, y) ≡ |{G ∈ Γ : x, y ∈ G}| for any given distinct x, y ∈ G , r(x, y) < ω whatever
distinct x, y ∈ X , because of (i). If X is T1 and Fréchet and we let E(x,k) ≡ {y ∈ X: r(x, y) k} for every x ∈ X and 0 < k,
we note that x /∈ ClE(x,k) and there is an open neighborhood Hk(x) of x disjoint from E(x,k) (see proof of Proposition 2.2
of [11]). We can of course assume that Hk(x) ⊂ Int⋃{G ∈ Γ : x ∈ G ⊂ U }. Thus, x has a decreasing sequence 〈Hk(x)〉
of open neighborhoods such that
⋂{Hk(x): k ∈ ω} = {x} (i.e., X is of countable pseudocharacter at x), and we can let
An(x,U ) ⊂ Hn(x) for all n ∈ ω.
3. When an LF-regular closed wcs-network is thus formulated, it is immediate that on a T1 Fréchet space X with an
LF-regular closed wcs-network Γ , we have property ()+ . For, given an open neighborhood U of x, An(x,Un)\U = ∅ for
every n ∈ ω ⇒ there exists Gn ∈ Γ that x ∈ Gn  U for every n ∈ ω and there are countably many different ones so that
ω |Γ (x,U )|, contradicting (i).
We have also (ι). For, if, in the deﬁnition of (ι), any ξ ∈⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} is not a cluster point of 〈xn〉, then it has such an
open neighborhood U that xn /∈ U for any n ∈ ω. There is then, for every n ∈ ω, such a distinct Gn ∈ Γ that ξ, xn ∈ Gn . Note
that Gn\U = ∅ and ω |Γ (ξ,U )| contradicting (i).
We also have property (oι). For, if, in the deﬁnition of (oι), A(xn,Un)\U = ∅, for every n ∈ ω, there is such a Gn ∈ Γ that
Gn\U = ∅ and xn ∈ Gn ⊂ Un , for every n ∈ ω. But then because 〈xn〉 clusters to ξ , A(ξ,U ) contains inﬁnitely many xn ’s and
inﬁnitely many Gn ’s contain ξ (ii), contradicting (i).
We also have property (ν). For, if, in the deﬁnition of (ν), there is such a G ∈ Γ that x ∈ G ⊂ U and that G ∩ A(y, V ) = ∅,
x /∈ V ⇒ y ∈ G ⊂ U , because of (ii).
We also have (μ). For, if, in the deﬁnition of (μ), ξ ∈⋂{A(xn,Un): n ∈ ω}, then we have, for every n ∈ ω, such a distinct
Gn that ξ, xn ∈ Gn ⊂ Un , and in particular that Gn+1\U0 = ∅ and ω |Γ (ξ,U0)|, contradicting (i).
We have thus, by Theorem 1.2,
Theorem 2.1 (Sakai–Tamano–Yajima [11]). On a Fréchet T1-space X, metrizability is equivalent to the availability of an LF-regular
closed wcs-network.
Remarks. 1. We do not need the assumption of T3 on X .
2. We do not need to go into the intricacies of the most ingenious arguments of Burke and Michael [2] that establish the
existence of a point-countable base. The virtue of extreme factorization is thus demonstrated.
Deﬁnition 2.2. On a T2-space X , a base V is said to be PF-regular (i.e. point-regular), if, for every x ∈ X and every neighbor-
hood U , (i) |V(x,U ) ≡ {V ∈ V: V \U = ∅, x ∈ V }| < ω. A base W is said to be CP-regular if, for every x ∈ X and every neigh-
borhood U , (ii) there is an open neighborhood A(x,U ) ∈ W such that (a) ClA(x,U ) ⊂ U and (b) W ∩ A(x,U ) = ∅ ⇒ x ∈ ClW
for all W ∈ W not contained in U .
Remarks. When there is a V beside a W , we can assume (iii) A(x,U ) ⊂ V , for all V ∈ V(x,U ). We can further assume
(iv) A(x,U ) ∈ V , provided we keep in mind that such an A(x,U ) is contained in some W ∈ W with respect to which (iib)
above can be invoked. We can of course assume that (v) A(x,U )  U , if U is not a smallest neighborhood of x, and it is
immediate that A : {(x,U ): x ∈ U ∈ T } → V ⊂ T thus deﬁned has property (). For, if ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} in the deﬁnition of ()
is a neighborhood of x, we have A(x,Un)\ Int⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} = ∅ for every n ∈ ω and a contradiction of (i).
It also has property (ι). For, if in the deﬁnition of (ι), there is ξ ∈⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} and an open neighborhood U failing to
include any member of 〈xn〉, we have A(xn,Un) ∈ V(ξ,U ) for every n ∈ ω and a contradiction to (i).
It also has property (o). For, in the deﬁnition of (o), A(y, V )\U = ∅ ⇒ A(x,U ) ⊂ A(y, V ) ⊂ V , according to (iii).
It also has property (ν). For, in the deﬁnition of (ν), if we remember that x ∈ A(x,U ) ⊂ W ⊂ ClW ⊂ U for some W ∈ W
(iv), x /∈ V ⇒ y ∈ ClW ⊂ U , according to (ii).
It also has property (μ). For, if there is, in the deﬁnition of (μ), an ξ ∈⋂{A(xn,Un): n ∈ ω}, then, for every 0 < n ∈ ω,
A(xn,Un) ∈ V(ξ,U0) contradicting (i).
Thus we have, by Theorem 1.1,
Theorem 2.2 (2.4(c) of Sakai–Tamano–Yajima [11]). On a T2-space X, metrizability is equivalent to the availability of a PF-regular
(i.e., a point-regular) base and a CP-regular base.
Remarks. 1. Note that we do not need the assumption of T3 on X .
2. If we insist that A(x,U ) = {x} for isolated points x, whatever U , then we need only the PF-regularity of V and the
CP-regularity of W at non-isolated points in order that A has properties (), (ν) and (o).
3. If the set Y of all non-isolated points is a Gδ , i.e., if Y =⋂{Gn: n ∈ ω} for a decreasing sequence 〈Gn〉 of open sets,
and if we let, for every xn ∈ Y and n ∈ ω, An(xn,Un) ≡ A(xn,Un) ∩ Gn , there cannot be isolated points in ⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} in
the deﬁnition of (ιι), and any isolated point excluded by Gn cannot appear in any An(xn,Un) in the deﬁnition of (μμ).
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Theorem 2.3. On a T2-space X, metrizability is equivalent to the availability of a base PF-regular at each non-isolated point and a
base CP-regular at each non-isolated point, provided the set of non-isolated points is a Gδ .
Remarks. It being easily demonstrable that HCP-regularity of a base at a non-isolated point of countable pseudocharacter
makes PF-regularity of the base at that point, we can see that
Corollary 2.4 (Theorem 2.6(c) of Sakai–Tamano–Yajima [11]). On a T2-space X of countable pseudocharacter, metrizability is equiv-
alent to the availability of a base HCP-regular at the non-isolated points, provided the set of all these points is a Gδ .
3. h-networks
From the analysis of the workings of the theorems of Sakai, Tamano and Yajima in Section 2, it becomes quite clear
that the notion of LF-regularity can be imposed on a still weaker structure and metrizability brought about under some
circumstance. Thus we can have the notion of h-networks, as opposed to that of k-networks, and impose on it the notion
of LF-regularity, when we have countable pseudocharacter, in order to have metrizability.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A closed network G on a topological X is said to be an h-network if, given x ∈ X and an open neighbor-
hood U ,
⋃{G ∈ G: x ∈ G ⊂ U } is a neighborhood of x.
Remarks. On a Fréchet space, closed wcs-networks are h-networks. The concept of LF-regularity as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.1
on closed wcs-networks can of course be similarly imposed on h-networks. Thus we have
Theorem 3.1. On a topological space of countable pseudocharacter, availability of an LF-regular h-network is equivalent to metrizabil-
ity.
Remarks. Given a compact subset K and an open neighborhood U , on a topological space. While a k-network is capable
of providing a ﬁnite number of members, all contained in U , to cover K , as an open base is, an h-network is not and is
thus lacking the deﬁning property of a k-network and hence materially weaker. Theorem 3.1 therefore belongs to the third
column of Nagata’s Table 1 in [10] and is a generalization of Theorem 2.1 in view of the second item of the Remarks on
Deﬁnition 2.1.
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